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** THE COl\'IMUNITY' S INDUSTRIAL POLICY mu.st be directed towards 

improving living and working conditions and attaining a 

better regional balance in the Community through the 

strengthening of industrial structures and the promotion 

of technological development. This is emphasized by the 

Commission of the European Communities in the chapter on 

industrial policy in the General Report on the activities 

of the Communities in 1971. The Commission is now in a 

position to put forward certain formal proposals in the 

matter. Extracts from this chapter will be found in ANNEX 1. 

** In 1971 THE EURATOM SUPPLY AGENCY concluded 12 toll enrich-

ment contracts with the USAEC to a total value of 529,011,776 

dollars. This is one of the facts which emerge from the recently 

published General Report for 1971, extracts from whict are 

given in ANNEX 2. 

** SOME 87 EUROPEAN IRON AND STEEL STANDARDS have been 

published in the Community so far. The Coal and Steel 

Community has striven since 1953 to establish a uniform 

nomenclature for iron and steel products - the EURONORMS -

with a view to facilitating intra-Community trade and, in 

particular, the comparison of products and prices • 

.ANNEX 3 contains further information on standardization 

in the European iron and steel industry. 
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** At the end of 1971 there were MORE 'mAN 2.1 MII1LION um::MPLOYED IN - ........... -~ 

THE: CO.Dll.llll1!!,!!, as compared with 1. 7 - 1.8 million at the end of 

1970. Rising unemployment has affected all the member countries 

except Luxembourg, and especial~v the Netherlands (increase of more 

than ttrm-thirds), West Germany (up 50%) and France (2,5%). According 

to the first figures available for January 1972, the total number 

of unemployed reached 2.3 - 2.4 million at the end of tr~t morrth. 

The following table shows unem:tloyment trends in the SiX: 

Country December December 
1970 1971 -.-.....---.--· 

Belgium 

Germany 

FrBnce 
job-eeekers 

estima-tes 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Co,..,munity 
(estimates) 

87,200 991000 

175,100 269,800 

322,400 397,900 

4301000 535,000 

1 t 032,200 1,088,900 

33 22 

66,600 114,500 

1 '791,1 00 2,107,200 

January Janua-rry 
1971 1572 

87,300 

286,200 375,100 

351,700 

470,000 

1 '144,300 

20 

78,900 134,300 

2,066,700 

--~-----------------------------------~----------------------· 

On the other hand, the ~SE IN RF~L in!AGES of industrial workers 

during the period July 1970 - July 1971 amounted to 1.5/o in Belgium, 

6 .. ,5t'fo in Germa:r.zy- 7 5)~ in France, 11% in Italy (April), 1.5% in 

Luxembourg (.Ap1•il) and 7% in the Netherlands. 

** The measures required to ensure the necessary growth of the EIJROPEA.'N 

AIRCRAFT IN.DUS'l!Jt~ in an enlarged Community of 1 0 countries will be 

the subject of a forthcoming proposal b,y the Commission. A paper is 

now being prepared by the Commission's departments, which have held 

numerous consultations with all the circles concerned over a period 

of almost a year. 
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** At its first meeting in 1972, held in Brussels on 6 Ua:rch, 

tne OFFICE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OF ASSOCIATI01iS OF SCIENTIFIC 
---~----=--- ..... --~ ..........,._ _ ____.__.,._ 

JO~TALISTS elected Mr Giancarlo Masini (Italy, Corriere della Sera) 

as Chairman and J!lfr Nicolas Skrotzlcy (France, France Soir) as 

Vice-Chairmru'l. 

The Office of the Union also decided to invite similar associations 

in other EUropean countries to join the Union, which already includes 

the Associations of Scientific Journalists of West Germaey, Belgium, 

France, Italy and the Netherlands. 

** The easing of demand in the AIIDJIINitiT-1 INDUSTRY observed in 1970-71 

is reflected in a rate of increase of 2%, as against gJo in previous 

years. The Community's aluminium industry is particularly affected 

by this crisis, as is pointed out by the Liaison Committee of the 

Non-Ferrous Metal Industries of the Community in a letter to the 

Commission of the European Communities, in which the Committee 

raises the question of the measures to be ta.~en to redress the 

situation in the aluminium industry, including possible supervision 

of imports. 

** The Commission of the European Communities is aware of the legal 

problem involvec1 in the APPROPRI_!~SENTATION OF WORKERS' 

J.N~~ in a private comp9.ey which no longer takes independent 

decisions bu-t conforms to the decisions of the group to which it 

belongs; it mentioned it in a reply to a written question from 

Mr Vredeling, a Dut<ch member of the European Parliament, concerning 

the particular point of the threat of redundancies at the Fokker works 

(Fok!.cer-V:B\'J). The Commission states that it will consider what 

measures should be taken here in the course of its current work 

on the coordination o:f the laws on corporate groups. 

In its draft reeulation on the statute for a European compaey 

(see "Industry 1 Research and Technology" No o 62) the Commission 

proposed the creation of a GROUP JlORKERS' PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE 

in every private European company with subsidiaries in several 

~1eober states. The Commission has begun work on the subject o:f 
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a regtllation designed to prevent or reduce the possible harmful 

social effects of certain types of international conglomerate. 

The conclusions will show whether, apart from this general regula

tion, a~ particular action on the part of the Commission is 

necessary. 

** The British Government will shortly sign in Vienna a protocol and 

exchange of notes with the Danish Government on the implementation 

of safety measures and also the promotion and development of the 

~EFUL USES OF ..l!.YCLEAR ENERCIT. The Brit ish Goverr.nnent has notified 

the Commission of its intention in accordance with the consultation 

procedure provided for the interim period before its accession to 

the Community. 

** 'llJIE _MANAGEMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE in 't'lestern Europe is the subject 

of a report by a group of experts recently published by the European 

Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA). 

** 'l'lhe CATALOGUE OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

(Volume 1), the publication of which by the Office of Official 

Publications of the Community we recently announced, is sent 

cost-free only to subscribers to the Bu.lletin of the European 

Communities. It is not for sale. 
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ANNEX 1 

THE. COMMUNITY~S INDUSTRIAL POLICY.: 

(extracts from 

the Fifth General Report on the Activities of the Community, 1971) 

1. .As regards the preparation of an industrial policy for the 

Community 9 1971 was a year of reflection and consultation; the 

Community institutions continued to stuqy the guidelines for 

industrial policy formulated b,v the Commission in its memorandum 

of March 1970 (see ur:ndustry, Research and Technology" No. 48) 

and produced an initial set of conclusions. 

All these studies show a substantial measure of agreement on 

the ~sic objectives of the Community' industrial poliqy. It 

must be direCted to the improvement ·of livirig and working 

conditions and to a better regional balance in the Community 

through the strengthening of industrial structures and the 

fostering of technological development. An active policy must 

be conducted on behalf of small and medium-sized businesses. 
,• 

The Commission felt it was alreaqy. in a position to submit 

certain formal proposals. 

On 28 April 1971' the Commission put before the Council a draft 

Decision on the setting up of an Industrial Policy Committee 

(see "Industry, Research and Technology" No. 97). This Committee 

was to fulfil a ·twofold need, namely, to permii coordination of 

the national policies in the industrial field, in· regard to both 

general aild sectoral measures; and to: contribUte to the preparation 

of the Community'!:! further work on industrial policy through 

various studies or opinions to be used b,y the Council and the 

Commission~ Although the need, and indeed th~ urgency i of 
" 

coordination of the national industrial policies within the 

Community was not disputed, the Council has still not been able 

to reach agreement on the setting up of such a committee. 



On 14 September 1971, again in fulfilment of the discussions 

on the industrial poliqy memorandum, the Commission submitted 

a proposal for a Council regulation on the creation of Joint 

Undertakings within the scope of the EEC Treaty (see "Industry, 

Research and Technology No. 112). 

The drari regulation provides for the e'Otting up of such Joint 

Undertakings within the Community in the following two 

situations: 

(a) total or partial pooling of the public-service activities 

of centres, firms or national administrative bodies of 

different countries, wh~ther or not these. bodies are legal 

persons, or creation of new activities of this type; 

{b) creation of firms that involve the participation of f.i:tm.a 

or organizations belor,ging to at least two Mer.1b.er S~ates 

and are intended to exercise a. major .. a.ctivi4;y of cJmmon 

interest ·from_ a European standpoint il'l, the fitJJ d of techno

logical; .development or the supply of ~sic materials. other 

than eydrocarbons. 

This draft regulation aims a.t providing interested parties 

with a legal instrument enabling them to meet the particular 

problems of organization or structure tl1at at'ise a.t the 

Community leveL'Where public services are concerned or where 

a major public interest is involved alongside the exercise of 

certain industrial and commercial activities. It also permits 

financial participation by the Community if nece!3sary, -apd the 

granting of advantages comparable with those w:1i oh the various 

countries grant in similar cases because. of the nat~re of the 

activities. 

It would be possible for a non-member state,· an international 

organization or a. national of a non-member state to p~-ticipate 

in the Joint Undertakings. . . . 
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2. Uork is progressing actively on-the other points of the 

industrial policy memorandum and should soon result in proposals; 

these points are, in par~icular, the Community industrial 

development contracts,· the .aligning of government purchasing 

policies,.and the Business Link Office. 
The Community ind-;Istrial development contracts should be 
aimed at stir.ru.la.ting; ·Qooporation ·bct't'recn firns of different 

1-lomber statas in the field of technological development. ·.In:·prin

ciple, therefore, they would be reserved for such cooperative 

ventures and would enable projec~s to be carried out which 

had hitherto not been feasible_ because in practice governments 

only assist the industries of their own countries .. The 

procedures to be covered by such contracts are still being 

discussed qy the Commission with the business circles concerned. 

The c;mmi'ssion will' shortly be in a position to propose a plan 

for the establishment of an office for the promotion of trans

frontier business links. The duties of this office would be 

to send firms general information on the ways of overcoming 

the obstacle inherent in multinationaLcooperative ventures; 

to put firms wanting to cooperate or link up in contact with 

one another; and to notify the public authorities of the 

Cor:1mun:i,ty of any barriers hampering cooperation .. 

As regards invitations to tender for public contracts and 

the aligning of policies on public or qua.si~public purchasing, 

the Commission is preparing the requisite directives to harmonize 

the procedures for the award of contracts and is also endeavouring 

to identify the sectors·where trade is not developing normally 

in the Community, together with the reasons for this situation. 

It may d~cide to propose certain procedures for accelerating 

the identification ar~ removal of the obstacles in question 

(e.g., technical standards, specifica.tior...s) and for preventing 

fresh barriers arising in the case of new products, by concerting 

the purchasing policies, a. method which, through coordinated 

purchases, would also tend to encourage the development of 

new technologies. 
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The Commission has given increasing attention to the proolems 

connected with the development of management training for finJs 

in the Community and in Europe • It has taken pains to encourage 

contacts and exchanges of information between representatives of 

all the parties concerned - universities and training institutes, 

manufacturers and works training staff, managenent and organization 

counsellors, and so forth. The Commission was particularly glad to 

see the setting up, in November 1971, of the European !•[ane.gement 

Foundation, which complies with the recommendations put fonrard 

in its memorandum of March 1970 (see "Industry, Research and 

Technology Nos. 119, 127 and 131). 

3. The Commission continued to watch the economic growth of the 

various industries. It is constantly concerned to ascertain 

the best conditions under which the restructuring and aAjusting 

movements alreaqy in progress can be encouraged and speeded up 

b,y .the combined action of the national and Community authorities 

and gv.ided towards higher productivity, more especially through 

research and the application of tecl1nological developments. 

The Commission is convinced that effective action on the 

structural trend, in keeping with the characteristics of each 

sector, is still the essential aim of a sectoral policy which .. 

must also comprise other specific courses of action. D,ynamic, 

competitive industrial sectors will, taken together, provide 

economic stability in the Community as well as continually 

improving living and working conditions. Moreover, if efficacious 

action can be taken on the development of the industrial structures, 

these will then be capable of coping with the new demands of the 

market, which is characterized qy increasing competition both 

inside and outside the Community. 

lfuen the· sectors have achieved their new structures .and the 

last barriers to the free movement of goods have been removed, 

Community industry will be able to reap the advarrtages of the 

new market dimension. 
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THE ACTIVITIES OF THE EURATOM SUPPLY AGENCY 

. .rn 15r.r·1 the Euratom Su.pply Agency concluded 12 toll enrichment 

con-tracts, to a total value of $529,011,776, with the US Atomic 

El1ergy Commission. This emerges from the report which the Agency 

has just published on its activities in 1971. The result of these 

activities can be summed up as follows: 

1, 1:-Tatural uranium 

rn·1971 a total of 12 contracts for the supply of natural uranium 

we-re ·concluded, 11 being of the "simplified prooedure11 type. 

They were·dis~~ibuted;as follows: 

Four eontracts with US producers totalling 452·3 t u 
'1'-wo contracts with South African producers totalling 247 .. 3 t U 

Five contracts with West German producers totalling 275 t U 

One contract with French producers for __€40 tj!, 

1 ,614o6 t U 

The contract prices make it clear that the dowtlWard price trend 

·already observed in 1970 has persisted. 

2. Rn-iohed uranium 

In 1971 a. new supplier of toll enrichment services appeared for 

the fir~t time alongside the US.~EC., namely Tekhsnabexport (T_TSSR) 

(in Mat-oh 1971 it was an..l'J,Ounoed that a toll enrichment contract 

had "been signed between the French CEA and Tekhsnabe.xport) o 

However, efforts. to enable other Community users to benefit from 

the So~riet sources will not succeed u:h~il negotiations with the 

IA.E;A. conoeriling a verification agreement have been conc~ .. uded, 

since the USSR has ind.ic~ted that it would not provide enricZlr.lent 

·services. ~::::cept on this con1itiono Hence in practice the US 

supply monopoly persists for the moment as far as Community 
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users are concerned (except ~he CEA). 

Two developments connected with the supply of enriched uranium 

by the USAEC occurred in 1971 , namely: 

(a) A 13% rise in prices. 

(b) A hardening of the U&'l,l!.~ delivery conditions •. 

Other major changes in delivery condit.ions .are e~e+.ed in 1972. 

a.pa.rt. from the saturation of US enrichment facilities expected 

by the end of the present decade., these events strengthen the 

desire of users to create new en~ichment possibilities for the 

Community. 

It will be recalled that, under the Eu.ratom/US ·Agreement for 

Cooperation and the additional agreement governing all deliveries 

to the Community, the ceili!l..gs are fixed by US law ... The maximum 

quantity of ent'iohed uranium is at present fixed a.t 215 metric tons 

of if35 •. Up to 31 :Peoember 1971, lease, purchase 8.nd toli enrich

ment contracts had mobilized a total of 186,~4 ~ons of u235, so 

that Community user..s have only 28o086 tons .. ~va.ilable for future 

deliveries .. The USADJ will shortly take the necessary steps to 

obtain a. fresh authorization from the US Congress for further 

deiiveries to the Corrciu.:nity.- The 28 .. o86 metric tqns of tf.35 left 

over from the maximum quantity of 215 metric tons will suffice 

to cover the short-term requirements of research and power 

reactors for 1972 and 1973. 

In 1 '971 the· Euratom Supply Agency conclud-ed: 12 iPll em'iohment 

contracts with the ·Ur~. These contracts, "Which are usually 

dr8lm up for a. period of ·several years, have a total value of 

$529~011, 776 (on the basis of the present cost of a separative 

work uni~~ Negotiations have been concluded for five other 

contracts, which only remain to be signed. 

In ad.dition, 19 purchase ~ontracts were concluded with the USAEC 

in 1971 under the Master Sales Agreemer.rl;, the total value of 

the enriched ·uranium purchased being $1,01 0~298 .. 07, and 15 

lease contracts for a total quantity of 1 ,215o39 kg for the 

Comm~ty as a whole were concluded under the Multilease Contract. 
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3o Plutonium 

There was very little activity concerning plutonium in 1971 • 

There is as yet no real plutonium market. Few transactions have 

been r..oted, and in particular there has been no major delivery 

from USAEC .. As a result only half (748 kg) the maximum quantity 

of plutonium available to the Community under the Euratom/US 

AgTeement for Cooperation (1500 kg) has been used. 

4. Transfers from or to non-0orrmR1nity countries, and transfers 

within the Communi t,;y: 

In 1971 a total of 96 transfers of special fissile materials of 

Us origin from and to non-Co~~ity countries were recorded. 

In addition, the growing activity of the Community's nuclear 

industry, particularly the manufacture of fuel elements, has led to 

an increase in transfers of nuclear fuels and above all of enriched 

uranium within the Community. 
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STANDARDIZATION IN THE EDROPEAN IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

About 87 European iron and steel industry sta.nda.rds have_ a~rea.d;r 

been published in the Community; stand..f}.I'dization,. -.-i-f it is to .be 

effective, can no more be kept within natiq~ limits than qan 

the economic systemo Only standardization at European level can 

give speciff:ca~_ions the re_quisite weight in t;he v~st ,mo:vement. . . . 
towards world standardization necessitated by the e~ion of 

world tradeo 

., . ; _·: ~e Coal. and s:t;eel Colll1D,Unity (ECSC). has t)lra_refore _strive~. ~ince 

1953 to establ,ish a uniform nomenclature for iron.and steal · 
' " . ' . . . 

ind:u.st~ products - the Euz:onorms. T!,le main purpose· of th~,s 

nomencl~t~e is_ to facilitate trade. between the various. ColllililU'lity 

countries., .and in particular the. comparison of prod.¥ct.s and prices. 

The ultimate. aim is to replace ~tional standards by these Euronorms. 

1 • Why st a.ndardi ze? 

standardization veeks to rationalize supply and demand, in order 
' . 

to obtain the best possible result from the economic and social 

st~points. It entail_s defining ranges of products and .methods 

suitable for satisf.ying given categories o~ needs ~(suitability 

for use), eliminating superfluous complications and varieties 

(simplification) and ensuring interchangeability by unification. 

standardization is a.n important instrument of industrial policy; 

it ensures the increased viability of articles fabricated irl 

accordance with standards, improves the transparency of the market, 

and favours increased industrial productivity and hence lowered 

costs. These things a.re indispensable in an enlarged market • 
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In the general econolcy' more intensive sta.nda.:rdiza.tion should lea.d 

to the industrial development of forms of production which have 

hitherto been little industrialized (e.g., prefabrication in the 

building trade), with all the attendant- ec·:>nomic and social 

advantages. Lastly, by organizing and disciplining the growing 

complexity of the realm of products, standardization helps to 

co~ba.t overcrowding, which is the most general feature of the 

developed' societies. 

2. The Community• s Work on sta.ndtirdiza.tion in the Iron and ·steel 

Industry 

Since the preparation of standards for the iron and steel industry, 

or Euro~ms, is· a. voluntary task undertaken jointly by representatives 

of producer and user~ there can be no question ·of imposing. Ehronoms 

on a.rzy' of the ~ountrie~ concerend. There is, however., a·kind of 

g~ntlema.n's ·~e~ent to incorporate the Euro~oms in the national 

sta.nda.rds (whO.sE/ imple~enta.tion is also· gener~ly· optionBl, ·but 
' ' • c ' !· . 

which are wry often used, in the fom of a. sta.nda.rd: contract, 

between producers and users) a.s rapidly and completely as is 

compatible with existing laws and certain special contingencies, in 

order to speed up the, establishment of identical or a.t least very . ··-· 

similar, iron and steel industry standards in the member countries. 

The Euronorms have the aim of stipulating the conditions governing 

quality and fom which a.n iron and steel i:hdustry produbt must fulfil, 

together with the tolerances (inevitable in a.rzy' industrial process) 

which are acceptable to both producer and user. Thus there will be 

quality specifications, including certain chemical, mechanical or 

technological characteristi-cs of the material to whioh the quality 

standard refers. In order to measure these characteristics, it is 

necessary to use test methods which a.re the subject of test standa.rds. 

Lastly, the product's dimensions must fulfil certain geometric con

ditions, which are the subject of dimensional standards and · 

dimensional tolerances. 
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(a) The Eu.ronorms relating to testing methods (to date 19 on 

peysical and 13 on chemical tests) have been unanimously 

adopted by the producers and users of the Six and converted 

practically unchanged ir.rto national standards. 

(b) The Euronorms relating to dimensions and tolerances (to date 27) 

have been almost completely incorporated in the national standards. 

A major effort has been made here to rationalize samples, 

particularly in the categories of hot rolled bars and beams; 

as a result very importar.rt savings have been made in production, 

storage and processing. 

In the highly complex matter of Euronorms governing qualitl (·to date 

19) satisfactory results have come more slowly, particularly as 

regards the most importar.rt Euronorm relating to general-purpose 

structural steels. In the first edition, produced af'ter long and 

laborious work, it was still not possible to introduce some order 

into the various grades ma.mlfactured in the Commu.nity; however, 

this is not true of the second edition, which is now at the printer's. 

Thanks to a; ver;, marked trend in the last ten years towards the 

unification of steel ma.mlfacturing processes using pure oxygen, 

major simplifications have been introduced, and this second edition 

can be considered very satisfactory from the standpoint of the 

standardization of grades. 

From the first generation onwards, the situation has been better as 

regards the other quality standards prepared hitherto (boiler steels, 

thin sheet for deep-drawing, strip, tin plate, concrete steels and steels for 

heat treatment and special processing); here a much greater harmoniza-

tion of the various points of view on grades and the standardization 

c:f regu.lations has been attained. The national standards for these 

products are practically the same as the corresponding Euronorms. 

To sum up, the overall Euronorm balance-sheet is decidedly positive, 

both as regards unification and simplification. While certain dif

ficulties remai, the preparation of the second generation of standards 

will undoubtedly enable IllailY of them to be eliminated, and at the 

same time permit further unification or fresh simplifications to be 

introduced in other fields. 






